Elevate your recipes and landscape with this vigorous rabbiteye blueberry that yields many large berries known for their excellent color, flavor, firmness and shelf life. White flowers grace this disease and pest resistant shrub. You’ll love its compact, upright habit, heat tolerance and versatility in the garden (and kitchen). For best fruit set plant together or with other late-blooming rabbiteye varieties.

**Takes the Cake™**  
Vaccinium ashei ‘Vernon’ PP18291

**Bless your Heart™**  
Vaccinium ashei ‘Vernon’ PP18291

- Full Sun
- Well-drained garden soil
- Medium water
- Fertilize yearly in early spring
- Hardy to Zones 7–9
- White flowers appear in early spring followed by fruit
- 3 feet apart; rows 7 feet apart
- 4–5’ h x 3–4’ w